Several formulations are known for robust compliance optimization of structures subjected to uncertain static external loads.
Introduction
Real-world structures inevitably encounter uncertainties stemming from limitation of knowledge of input disturbance. Robust structural optimization against uncertainty has in turn drawn large attention 3, 21) . This paper discusses three different but closely-related formulations of robust compliance optimization under uncertain external loads and establishes mathematical connection between these formulations. A possibilistic (or bounded-but-unknown) model rather than a probabilistic model is employed to represent the uncertainty and the compliance optimization problem is then treated within the framework of robust optimization 1) . Namely, given the set of static external loads, we attempt to minimize the maximal compliance that corresponds to the worst loading.
Attention of this paper is focused on the following three formulations of robust compliance optimization:
(i) A semidefinite programming (SDP) formulation due to Ben-Tal and Nemirovski 2) .
(ii) An eigenvalue optimization formulation using a standard eigenvalue problem due to Takezawa et al. 18) .
(iii) An eigenvalue optimization formulation using a generalized eigenvalue problem due to Cherkaev and Cherkaev 7, 8) . * This paper attempts to give clearer perspective to connections between these three formulations. Specifically, provided that the stiffness matrix is nonsingular, it is shown how one of these formulation can be reduced to the others. Although equivalence of these formulations is mathematically quite trivial, it is not necessarily recognized well in the engineering community.
Formulations (i)-(iii) involve the minimum or maximum eigenvalue of a certain matrix in their constraints or objective function. It is often that an optimal solution of such an optimization problem has multiple eigenvalues 16) . A s the secondary contribution, this paper shows that a series of instances can be constructed so that the multiplicity actually increases as the instance size increases. Since a multiple eigenvalue is not differentiable, conventional gradient-based optimization algorithms may possibly fail to solve formulations (ii) and (iii). An advantage of the SDP approach might be that it can be solved efficiently with a primal-dual interior-point method 20) and its computational efficiency is usually independent of multiplicity of eigenvalues of a variable matrix 15) . On the other hand, the robust optimization problem of interest can be recast as an SDP problem only in limited cases, including robust truss topology optimization in which the stiffness matrix depends linearly on the design variables. This is not the case with, e.g., continuumbased (robust) topology optimization. Then the problem is categorized A few words regarding our notation: For set C ⊆ R n , we use intC and bdC to denote the interior and boundary of C, respectively. We use I n and O m,n to denote n × n identity matrix and m × n zero matrix, respectively. We omit subscripts if the matrix size is clear from the context. We use S n to denote the set of n × n real symmetric matrices.
For X, Y ∈ S n , notation X � Y means that matrix X − Y is positive semidefinite. Particularly, notation X � O n,n denotes that X is positive semidefinite. We write X � O n,n if X ∈ S n is positive definite.
Lemma on Schur complement
The following fundamental property of the Schur complement, which can be found in, e.g., Boyd et al. 4) and Horn and Johnson 13) , plays a key role in this paper.
Lemma 2.1. Suppose that symmetric matrix Z ∈ S n+m is partitioned
where A ∈ S n and B ∈ S m are square blocks and C ∈ R n×m . Assume
Proof. Since A is assumed to be positive definite, it is nonsingular.
Consider the following congruence transformation of Z:
Since the obtained matrix is a block-diagonal matrix, it is positive 
Uncertainty in external load
Consider a finitely discretized linear elastic structure. Let f f f ∈ R n denote the external load vector, where n is the number of degrees of freedom of displacements. We use x x x ∈ R m to denote the vector of design variables. In the case of truss optimization, for instance, suppose that a truss with m candidate members is given according to a conventional ground structure approach. Then x i denotes the cross-sectional area of member i.
Throughout the paper we assume that only f f f cannot be known precisely. Suppose that f f f can possibly take any value in the following compact convex set:
Here, e e e ∈ R l is the vector of unknown parameters, l is the number of the unknown parameters, �e e e� is the Euclidean norm of e e e, and Q ∈ R n×l is a constant matrix satisfying rank Q = l.
Robust compliance optimization
Let u u u ∈ R n and K(x x x) ∈ S n denote the displacement vector and the stiffness matrix, respectively. For given external load f f f , the compliance,
We use c i to denote the structural volume for unit value of 
where v > 0 is the specified upper bound for the structural volume.
As a robust counterpart of problem (3), we attempt to minimize the compliance in the worst case among all values of f f f included in the uncertainty set, F. This robust optimization problem is formulated as
x x x ≥ 0 0 0.
Precisely speaking, the model of uncertainty adopted by Cherkaev and Cherkaev 7, 8) and Takezawa et al. 18) is slightly different from F in (1). There, external load f f f is supposed to satisfy f f f ∈ bd F = {Qe e e | �e e e� = 1}.
Nonetheless, the formulations are also true when f f f ∈ F is supposed.
This validity follows from the next proposition.
Proposition 3.1. The compliance satisfies
Proof. The assertion can be obtained by showing the following inequality:
From definition (2), the compliance satisfies π(x x x; f f f ) ≥ 0 for any f f f ∈ R n , because withǔ u u = 0 0 0 we have that
Letf f f ∈ int F. Since F is a closed ball centered at the origin, there exists real number γ > 1 satisfying γf f f ∈ bd F. By putting f f f = γf f f in (2) and
This inequality implies (5).
Semidefinite programming formulation
This section recalls the SDP reformulation of problem (4).
Ben-Tal and Nemirovski 2) showed that w and x x x satisfy
if and only if they satisfy
The main points of the proof are repeated in Appendix for the reader's convenience. From this fact it follows that problem (4) can be rewritten equivalently as
c c c
In particular, the stiffness matrix of a truss can be written as
where K 1 , . . . , K m ∈ S n are constant matrices. In this case, constraint (8b) is a linear matrix inequality in terms of x x x and w, and hence problem (8) is an SDP problem.
Formulation as eigenvalue optimization
Takezawa et al. 18) showed that, when the stiffness matrix, K(x x x), is nonsingular at given x x x, the worst-case compliance is equal to the max- 
where λ max (Q � K(x x x) −1 Q) denotes the maximum eigenvalue of
Problem (10) can be reduced to problem (8) as follows. Let w ∈ R be an upper bound for the objective function in (10a). Then minimizing (10a) is equivalent to minimizing w under the constraint
This inequality can be rewritten equivalently as
Since K(x x x) is assumed to be positive definite, we can use the Schur complement lemma (Lemma 2.1) to see that (11) is equivalent to
This is the positive-semidefinite constraint of problem (8).
Formulation using generalized eigenvalue problem
Cherkaev and Cherkaev 7, 8) showed for a continuum that the worstcase compliance is equal to the maximum eigenvalue of a certain generalized eigenvalue problem. We here restate the formulation within a finite-dimensional setting.
It can be shown that the worst-case compliance is equal to the maximum eigenvalue of the following generalized eigenvalue problem:
Here, μ ∈ R is the eigenvalue and φ φ φ ∈ R n is the corresponding
eigenvector. In what follows we assume that K(x x x) is positive definite to avoid any ambiguity in defining the eigenvalues by (12) . Let μ max (QQ � , K(x x x)) denote the maximum eigenvalue. Problem (4) is then rewritten as
Note that small constant ε > 0 in (13c) is used to ensure that K(x x x) is positive definite.
Problem (13) can be converted to problem (8) as follows. Let w ∈ R be an upper bound for the maximum eigenvalue, i.e.,
where the equality follows from the fundamental property of the Rayleigh-Ritz ratio 13) . Condition (14) is equivalent to
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As a consequence, we see that (14) is equivalent to
Since QQ � � = O is positive semidefinite and K(x x x) is assumed to be positive definite, (15) implies w > 0. Therefore, (15) can be rewritten
Application of the property of the Schur complement in Lemma 2.1
shows that (16) is equivalent to
which is (8b). Thus problem (13) is essentially equivalent to problem (8) , as far as K(x x x) is nonsingular.
On multiplicity of eigenvalues
The two formulations studied in section 4 and section 5 are stated in forms of minimization of the maximum eigenvalue. For such an optimization problem, it is often that the optimal solution has a multiple eigenvalue 16) . Since a multiple eigenvalue is not differentiable, the directional derivatives or the generalized gradient are usually computed in sensitivity analysis 9, 12) . As mentioned in section 1, sensitivity analysis of eigenvalues is not required when we solve SDP problem (8) with a primal-dual interior-point method.
Takezawa et al. 18) and Brittain et al. 5) solved problem (10) and problem (13), respectively, numerically and reported that the obtained optimal solutions have simple maximum eigenvalues. In contrast, Herskovits et al. 11) found an optimal solution with fivefold maximum eigenvalue by using their algorithm for nonsmooth convex optimization. This section shows that, for truss structures, a series of simple problem instances can be constructed so that multiplicity of the optimal solution increases as the problem size increases.
In the following numerical experiments, the SDP formulation in (8) is solved to find robust optimal solutions. Computation was carried out p @1 mf 2p @1 m Fig. 1 The ground structure for p = 4. Consider the ground structure shown in Figure 1 , where only the nodes are depicted. The nodes are aligned on a (p + 1) × (2p + 1) square grid. Any two nodes are connected by a member, but overlapping of members is avoided by removing the longer member when two members overlap. The leftmost nodes are pin-supported. Figure 1 shows the case of p = 4. The elastic modulus is 200 GPa. As for uncertainty in the external load, we suppose that external forces, not greater than 10 kN and in any direction, can be applied at any of the nodes depicted as filled circles, while the rightmost center node is subjected to vertical nominal load 100 kN. More precisely, matrix Q in (1) is supposed to be given by Table 2 Eigenvalues of the optimal solutions with positive lower bounds for member cross-sectional areas. problem (8), where the width of each member is proportional to its cross-sectional area. For these problem instances, only the nodes at which uncertain forces are supposed to be applied remain at the optimal solutions. Therefore, these optimal solutions are stable (kinematically determinate). The computational results are listed in Table 1 . Here, "Opt. val." shows the optimal value, which is the worst-case compliance, and "Multiplicity" shows the multiplicity of the maximum eigen-
is singular at the optimal solution, because some nodes in the ground structure vanish at the optimal solution. Hence, we constructed the stiffness matrix of the optimal solution only with respect to the remaining degrees of freedom of displacements and computed its inverse to evaluate multiplicity of the eigenvalue. Note that multiplicity of the maximum eigenvalue of formulation (13) is same as that of (10) Table 1 , because zero eigenvalue can stem not only from the nonuniqueness of the worst-case loads but also from removal of nodes. It is observed in Table 1 that multiplicity of the maximum eigenvalue increases two by two as p increases.
In contrast, if the lower bound for the member cross-sectional areas, ε, is positive, then the obtained optimal solutions have simple maximum eigenvalues. The computational results are listed in Table 2 .
Here, λ k denotes the kth-largest eigenvalue, where λ 1 is equal to the optimal value. It is observed that the optimal value decreases as ε decreases. Also, the optimal values in Table 2 are larger than those in Table 1 . Furthermore, λ 1 − λ 2p−1 decreases as ε decreases, although all of λ 1 , . . . , λ 2p−1 are distinct.
Summary and discussion
In this paper we have compared existing three formulations for robust compliance optimization. They can be readily reduced to each other by making use of a fundamental property of the Schur complement of a symmetric positive semidefinite matrix. This reduction, requiring knowledge of elementary linear algebra only, is almost trivial from a mathematical point of view but has not been recognized well in the engineering community.
When the stiffness matrix depends linearly on the design variables, the robust optimization problem is reduced to an SDP problem which can be solved efficiently with a primal-dual interior-point method even if an optimal solution has large multiplicity of minimum eigenvalues. With this approach this paper has presented a series of problem instances such that the multiplicity increases as the problem size increases. If the small positive lower bound is given for the design variables, all the eigenvalues of these problem instances become distinct, although they distribute very closely. Problem (10), due to Takezawa et al. 18) , has an advantage that the size of the matrix, the maximum eigenvalue of which is to be minimized, is small when uncertain external forces are supposed to be applied only at a small number of nodes. A potential disadvantage of this formulation is that the inverse of the stiffness matrix is required. Problem (13), due to Cherkaev and Cherkaev 7, 8) , has subsequently been studied further in Brittain et al. 5) .
In continuum-based topology optimization methods, e.g., the SIMP (simplified isotropic material with penalization) approach, the stiffness matrix depends nonlinearly on the design variables 17) . In this case the robust optimization problem is reduced to a nonlinear SDP problem.
Numerical solution methods based upon this formulation remain to be explored.
As for the uncertainty model of the external load, in this paper we have restricted our attention to a homogeneous model. Some formula-
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─ 605 ─ tions have been extended to a non-homogeneous model, f f f ∈ {f f f + Qe e e | �e e e� ≤ 1}, wheref f f ∈ R n denote the nominal value, or the best estimate, of f f f .
Extensions of SDP formulation (8) to this model are due to Calafiore and Dabbene 6) (Proposition 2) and Ben-Tal et al. 1) (problem (8.2.15) ).
An alternative approach to the non-homogeneous model can be found in de Gournay et al. 10) . There, a descent direction used in the algorithm is computed by solving a certain SDP problem.
